The asymptotic solution of the equation governing the number density n(r, t) of evaporated meteoric atons behind a steadily movh~gmeteor is obtained which is suitable to depict the initial expansion of a meteor trail. Some unusual results of meteor observations are elucidated.
When a rapidly moving meteorIte enters into the where A 2 = kT/m and D = kT/mv with T, assumed earth's atmosphere intensive aerodynamic heating is constant, denoting the effective kinetic temperature developed such that meteor atoms evaporate from the of the evaporated meteoric atoms of mass m in colliheated surface. The atomic collisions in a meteor trail sion with the ambient atmosphere at frequency v; k, of the particles, either evaporated or reflected, from
.the Boltzmann constant. Notice that eq. (1) depicts the meteorite with the ambient atmosphere cause disa meteor trail which spreads in the nature of wave sociation, excitation and ionization of the participatpropagation and diffusion as its short-and long-time ing atomic species. The presence of free electrons and behavior respectively. The application of eq.
(1) has luminosity thus produced in the meteor trail are basic been limited to an idealized one-dimensional stationto the Radar-Echo and spectroscopic studies of meary model [3] [4] [5] [6] ; hence is not suited for the quantiteor respectively. The importance of meteorites as the tative interpretation of meteor observations. A more upper atmospheric probes is well known in geophysrealistic three-dimensional model is constructed hereical research. Meteorites are also studied in order to in. learn about the physical and chemical history of at Consider a meteor of radius r 0 moving at a conleast a small class of extraterrestrial solar system obstant velocity -.V along the z'-axis of a cylindrical cojects. As the evaporated meteortic atom traveling, at ordinate (r, 0, z'). Assume that meteoric atoms are say, 50 km/sec encounter atmospheric atoms which emitted uniformly at the surface (r = r0) of the movhave thermal velocities of the order of~km/sec, they ing meteor with a constant rate. In a moving coordiwill retain on the average a fraction of their initial nate where z = z' + Vt, eq. (1) becomes speeds with, however, changes of directions. After (3) results, tion which governs the evolution of the density n(r, t) after simplifications, of the meteoric atoms in the form of the telegraph~K0(~r) equation [3, 4] : [5] [6] [7] can be elucidated much as our primary interest herein is in the initial in terms of the wave-propagation characteristics of expansion of the meteor trail, hence the solution of eq. (7). The observed concentric double trails behind the above-initial value problem at the small values of fast meteors [5] [6] [7] [8] can be interpreted from the presz, we first obtain the asymptotic expansion of K 0(13r) ent theory by identifying the outer trail as caused by and K1(fr) in eq. (4) 
cules are much higher than that of the evaporated meteoric atoms, hence their trail has a larger conical where
angle, thus a wider tail. Whether the outer trail is atand then transform N(r, s) inversely into mospheric in nature can be determined from the ren~r0 1/2 sults of spectroscopic analyses of the trail luminosity. It is of interest to note the mathematical similarity = (Ma-1)1/2 (7) between the present kinetic theory of meteor trails z and that of neutron thermalization [9, 10] . X {exp [-a(r-r 0) ] -exp[-az]}If(z-R).
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